Value-Based Patients’ Online Community

Your trusted support network for every step of the journey

A pioneering online patient community – as a transformative platform designed to empower patients through peer-to-peer support, cutting-edge AI tools, integrated PROMs and PREMs, and a treasure trove of health information. Join us on a journey towards patient-centered, data-driven healthcare, revolutionizing rehabilitation and fostering a compassionate community like never before.

Patients’ online community offers a safe area over the patient’s journey

Online Community is integrated into Healthcare delivery value chain closing the gap after the clinic discharge (aftercare) The activities of the Rehaklinik and the Community are under the blue-marked area.

Patients’ need is to seek & share information Different patient questions arise at various stages of their health condition, and there is an immediate need for both seeking and sharing information within these periods.

MVP - Based on patients’ & experts requirements, we developed a minimum viable product (MVP) These requirements, are separated into four main groups

Seek information Share information

Data protection Server Setup

Conclusion - our project prioritizes patient care and outcomes above all else, with financial sustainability seen as a natural outcome of this commitment. We are dedicated to ensuring ethical VBHC & AI integration and data security throughout. While the journey to self-financing resembles a digital transformation, it promises long-term improvements across the healthcare system, affecting processes, enhancing quality, and placing patients at the core of healthcare delivery, ultimately revolutionizing the healthcare culture.
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